Alpine Beach Celebrates Being the Only Central Coast
Surf Shop to Stock Popular Misfit Shapes Surfboards

Central Coast, Australia (September 16, 2019) - A surfer’s choice in what surfboard to use can clearly impact their experience in the sport and lifestyle.
This makes the decision of which to buy a very important one. Leading the way on Australia’s Central Coast in providing access to premium quality,
attractively priced surf and snow products and accessories is the acclaimed local shop Alpine Beach. In exciting news, Alpine Beach is building on
their reputation for stocking thoughtful choices difficult or impossible to find elsewhere locally, by being the only Central Coast store carrying Misfit
Shapes Surfboards. Misfit Shapes Surfboards rise in popularity all the time and Aline Beach is the only shop within an hour’s drive to have them for
sale. In addition to in-shop purchases, Alpine Beach also offers Australian sales on their website, where they will ship anywhere in the country.

“We

are surf and snow enthusiasts ourselves so we have a very good idea about what our customers are looking for,” commented a spokesperson from
Alpine Beach. “We can see how much people love the Misfit Shapes line and we will continue to do our best to have their releases here as they
become available.”

Popular Misfit Shapes Surfboards at Alpine Beach currently include the Misfit Shapes Suspended Particle Surfboard, the Misfit

Nu Wavr Surfboard, and the Misfit Sk8ey 2.0 Surfboard. Shoppers are encouraged to stop in or call with any questions they may have about the Misfit
Shapes line or anything else the shop offers.
the board.

The feedback regarding Alpine Beach’s service, products, and prices continue to be positive across

Daniel T., recently said in a five-star review, “I use Alpine Beach exclusively for my surfing needs. It’s a first-class shop in every way.”

Alpine Beach is a Surf, Snow, Skate and Fashion Store located in Erina on the Central Coast of Australia.

Alpine Beach offers top surf & snow

brands, including Misfit Shapes, DVS, El Nino, Dynastar and more. Alpine Beach has been established in 2005 by enthusiasts with more than 40
years of experience in the snow & surf industry.

For more information be sure to visit https://www.alpinebeach.com.au, or on Facebook and

Instagram. If you would like more information about this topic, please call Lynne Waters at 02 4367 4944, or email online@alpinebeach.com.au.

